A Model of Care That Revolves Around You

CDPHP® believes that patients should be at the center of health care. How do we do it? With our Enhanced Primary Care (EPC) program, through which doctors are able to offer you:

MORE TIME WITH YOUR DOCTOR
EASIER ACCESS TO APPOINTMENTS
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION

Locating EPC Practices
Use findadoc.cdphp.com to search for offices in the EPC program. Enhanced Primary Care will appear as a search term, and will appear next to participating doctors’ names.

Here’s what you can expect from an EPC practice:

A PERSONAL DOCTOR AND CARE TEAM
You will have an ongoing relationship with a primary care physician and his or her team.

ADDED CONVENIENCE
Expanded hours, same-day appointments, and consultation via text or email may be options available to you. Participating practices have the flexibility to develop a set-up that works best for them and you.

BETTER-INTEGRATED CARE
More freedom and fewer administrative restrictions allow doctors to keep in touch, and guide you to make choices that are good for your health and your lifestyle.

Questions?
If your primary care practice is part of the EPC program, don’t hesitate to ask about it during your next appointment.

“It’s amazing. I look forward to work every day because I can come in and we can see patients, as well as look toward the future of how primary care really should be, and should be accessed by patients.”

Holly Cleney, MD
CDPHP Enhanced Primary Care physician

To learn more about the EPC health care breakthrough, visit www.cdphp.com/care